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Welcome to Battles of North Africa 1941. On December 9, 1940, the British Empire launched a raid to push the 
invading Italians out of Egypt.  The planned five-day raid was to become a two-month offensive named 
Operation Compass, that saw General Wavell’s Middle East Command clear not just Egypt, but all Libyan 
Cyrenaica to Aghéila.  

Operation Compass was to be just the first of several sweeping movements in the Desert. The game includes 
the North African Operations of Compass, Unternehmen Sonnenblume, the Tobruk siege, Brevity, Battleaxe 
and Crusader. Additionally, the German parachute landings in Greece at the Corinth Canal as well as the first 
ever Airborne only landings at Crete round out the 1941 Mediterranean battles. 

This getting started scenario guide uses a mini scenario to teach various game functions; 

#00av Getting Started – Point 248 includes movement, firing, assaults, indirect fire and plotted air attacks 

This scenario is a game in itself and will specifically show the challenges and tactics required when fighting in 
North Africa. 

As this is a new game series it is suggested that players both play through this getting started scenario and 
check out the Player Notes & FAQ for a list of features and design decisions implemented in Panzer Battles. 
You can open the Notes from the main game by pressing F3 or by using the Menu Help | Campaign Notes. 

Players who own either Squad Battles or Panzer Campaigns will see where Panzer Battles lineage has come 
from. Just be aware this is a different game system and that some habits learned playing these other titles 
may not be successful in Panzer Battles.   
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TUTORIAL; GETTING STARTED - POINT 248 

SCENARIO SELECTION 

Start Battles of North Africa 1941 if you haven’t already and you will be taken to the File Selection Dialog. Click 
the scenario # #00av_Getting_Started and then OK. 
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 This takes you to the AI Selection Dialog where you choose the 
side you wish to play. For the purposes of this tutorial select 
Allied AI "Manual" for yourself and "Automatic with Fog of 
War"(FOW) for the Axis.  

Do not click OK now, but rather the button called ‘Rules…’ 

 

 

 

 

This will show the selected 
Optional Rules. You will see the 
default choices. For this game, 
please uncheck the Low Visibility 
Air Effects. This will guarantee 
that air units are available. Do not 
change anything else. If you want 
to understand the impact of any 
of these rules, click Help. Click OK 
to move back to the AI dialog. 
Now click OK to get the game 
underway - you are now the Allied 
commander. 

 

The map should now appear along with your first 
Command Report with information relevant to 
the first turn You should see that you have both 
air units available and five salvos of smoke. Air 
units could be available every turn. Smoke 
availability is the number of shots for the whole 
scenario. Once used, it’s gone. You will receive 
notification of various reports at the beginning of 
each turn.  

Note the Command Reports contents including 
the number of game turns and click OK to close it. 
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It’s important to tailor the game to give you the information you need during play. Firstly, 
ensure map labels are on. Location names should automatically appear (and stay) on the 
map when a scenario is opened. If they are not evident hit the labels icon (or ` key) as 
shown to the left. If you want to turn them off, just tap the icon or ` key again. 

    

For this getting started scenario, we want to play at the highest zoom level. Either press the 
number 3 or click on the  on the Menu Bar will give a zoomed in view of both the 
map and units.  

Either press the letter Y or click  on the Menu Bar and formation identification colors 
will appear. 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME 

 

Press Alt Y or click the  
on the Menu Bar. This shows 
how many points the first 
side must earn for each level 

of victory.  As you can see under Victory Values, to 
obtain a major victory in this battle you must earn 10 
victory points by the scenario’s end. Click OK to close the 
Victory Dialog.   

 

 

If you look at the map to the left, you’ll see a there are 
is an Italian flag with the value of 5/? just south of Point 
248. We have circled this on the map for clarity. To win 
a minor victory (5 points), you will need to take and 
hold this objective and inflict casualties on the Italian 
forces. As you incur losses, points are taken away from 
you.     

 

 

Hit Alt O or click Info and then Objectives on the Menu 
Bar to see a list of the objectives in the scenario.  As 
you can see, there is one objective worth 5/? points for 
the Italians, currently controlled by the Axis side. The 5 
means 5 points per turn for the Allied player.  The 
Italian value is unknown and represented by the ?.
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TURN 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this scenario the British move first. Before we move anything or fire a shot let’s look at the forces we 
command and a possible plan.  

Our task force is built around an infantry battalion, supported by an artillery battery, divisional anti-tank guns 
and some corps field engineers.  

The 1st Kings Royal Rife Corps, 7th Support Group is a Motor Battalion and has three companies. These 
companies (A, B & C) include the following units, 3 infantry platoons and 3 carrier recon squads; 

 

The battalion also has its headquarters and a 3-inch 
mortar section to either fire high explosive rounds 
or more importantly lay smoke.   

 

 

The supporting 
artillery, anti-tank and 
engineers are shown 
here.  
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 MOVEMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The battles in the desert in 1941, were typified by long marches in areas with 
low unit density. Moving columns of units is the norm and there are some 
simple ways to do this. Click on the hex indicated by the red arrow. Click on the 
picture of the unit in the Unit Box and it should be highlighted in yellow as 
shown to the right.   
 
 

 
Press H or click  in the tool bar to see how far the selected units can move. The light area 
indicated is reachable, the darker area is not. Our unit is currently mounted on trucks and is driving 
to its destination. We can go further if we stay on the trail, rather than going off road. We believe 
the enemy is not close and we can move in column. This does increase the chance of us taking 
extra casualties but it’s worth the risk.    
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The easiest way to move a column of units is after selecting the lead unit and determining the reachable 
hexes, unselect it by clicking on the unit in the Unit Box again. Now hold the Alt key down and Right Click in 
the hex to move to as indicated in the previous image. This movement type is called Column Movement and 
only needs a hex selected, not a unit. You should see most of the units move in column along the trail. If only 
four units moved, you had the first unit selected. Not all units moved as the engineer unit was left behind. This 
was due to it not being from the same division (7th Armoured). Below is how the units should have moved.   

The slower carrier mounted units have been left behind. You can now move the Engineer on the edge of the 
map the same way. You can use Column Movement when a unit is selected but only units from the same 
formation (usually battalion) will follow. Using an unselected unit tries to move all units. Finally, if Column 
Movement is invoked, all units will flip into travel mode and try and move. Use it with care when near the 
enemy. Practice Column Movement as it will allow you to move long distances with multiple units with a lot 
less clicks. Below, you can see where the engineer moved to.     
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We are a fair way away from the objective, so we can now end the turn. This longer transit is deliberate as we 
wanted to demonstrate the use of Column Movement. 
 

We won’t use our available air units, as no enemies have been sighted yet. Now that we’ve 
finished moving our units, click the Next Turn Button on the Toolbar and click OK if 
prompted. This action will prompt you to save the game file, so the "Save as" dialog pops 
up. You can either give the file a name or accept the default. Then click the "Save" button. 
The Axis will possibly move and fire with their forces. Your units may fire automatically in 

reply using Opportunity Fire. Some enemy movement may be spotted. Your next turn will be announced once 
the Allied Command Report appears.   
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TURN 2  

The Axis AI will move and possibly fire its units. Your play through may diverge from the examples given for 
turn 2. Try and emulate these moves where applicable following the same order of actions.  

 
Immediately after the Axis turn the Allied 
Command Report appears. It contains three 
messages. The first message is regarding air unit 
availability. The second confirms that we have 5 
salvos of smoke still. The third reports that one of 
our headquarters is out of command. 
We have a second (higher) HQ off map. 
Unfortunately, our on-map battalion HQ is 
impacted. 
 
 
 

The new turn reveals an Italian unit and some field positions. Clicking on the unit with the 

red outline below and then press V or  in the tool bar will show the visible hexes. It 
should be obvious why these enemy positions have been sighted. Please note, units and 
positions in cover, such as brush or broken will be hidden even if in visible range. To be 
revealed they will have to fire or move.   
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Click on the revealed Italian unit and we can see that it is 
disrupted and in a clear hex with trenches. All other values 
are hidden. A disrupted unit is disorganised and less effective 
than an undisrupted unit. On map, a disrupted unit has a 
yellow D as well as a yellow stripe along the bottom of its 
counter.  The XX value for men, means there is less than 100 
men sighted but the actual number is indeterminate. 

 

The first thing to remember with Panzer Battles is to use your air and artillery early. This is important because 
a unit cannot spot once it moves. Looking at the map, only the single Italian unit is visible. 

Let’s look now at what air & artillery assets are available to us.  

By pressing Ctrl B or clicking on the  in the tool bar, we can see the following; 

We have only one artillery unit supporting our attack. Our battalion mortars are not available as they are in 
travel mode, i.e. not deployed to fire currently. 

 

The artillery unit is selected in the Artillery dialog. Looking 
at the map shows the Italian unit is highlighted. This 
appears when the highlight ‘Targets’ button is selected. 
When more units are seen, they will also be highlighted, 
and your artillery unit can shoot at them. If the ‘Spotters’ 
button is clicked all friendly units that are currently acting 
as spotters for that artillery unit will be highlighted. Please 
try clicking either field now. 

Moving the cursor over a spotted unit will show a crosshair 
and allow the artillery to fire at that unit. Move over the 
Italian unit stack and Right Click to fire.    
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You should see a combat result in hex. In our example 
to the left we have destroyed two defenders. Don’t 
worry if your outcome is different. 

Artillery in Panzer Battles uses the ‘Alternate Indirect 
Fire Resolution rule’ as standard. In simple terms, you 
can only fire once, but that fire is doubled in strength 
and will impact all defending units in hex proportional 
to their strengths. Mortars and direct fire artillery 
(infantry guns) do not use this rule and can fire several 
times in a turn. 

The artillery dialog box will close by itself since only one 
unit was listed, and all possible actions are complete 
after firing. If there was a second unit, you would either 
fire it now or hit OK to close the Artillery dialog. 

Once our mortars are deployed we will look to use the 
second artillery ammunition type; smoke.  
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Let’s call in our air units. Air units are different than artillery in that they need to be plotted. You select the 
target hex this turn, and they will only resolve their attack at the start of the players next turn. This delay 
reflects the time needed to co-ordinate a World War 2 airstrike. 

First, let’s click on the hex that contained the Italian unit. Then click the Airplane button, (see 
example to the left). 

 

That will open the ‘Air Mission Dialog’, which will look like the below;  

If the air unit is greyed out, then a valid target hex hasn’t been selected. Just hit ‘Cancel’, select the target hex 
and open the Air Mission Dialog again.  
 
Once you have the target you want, click on the air unit so that it is highlighted – like below.     

 
 

Click Ok and a plane symbol should appear over the target hex.  It’s important 
to realize that once placed air units cannot be moved or canceled. As 
mentioned, air missions are not resolved till the start of the player’s next turn. 
 
This delay may mean that the target hex is empty or may have different units in 
it. If the hex is empty, there is a chance the airstrike will hit units in one of the 
six adjacent hexes. The player has no control over the air unit once a strike 
request has been placed.   

Air units may not always be available every turn. Many factors such as the time 
of day, visibility, previous losses or disruption all effect whether an air mission 
is present and available. Your Command Report will indicate whether any air 
units are available this turn.  
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With the enemy spotted, it’s time to deploy our troops and 
advance towards Point 248. We are still distant from the 
Italian defences and time is short. The plan is to ride in our 
trucks as far as possible and then deploy our men. We can 
save enough movement points and ensure we can deploy 

by selecting a unit and pressing Ctrl S or  in the tool bar. This will put a bracket 
around the movement points, indicating points are being reserved.  

 
Here are the proposed moves up to the Italian defences. This indicates the hexes 
that we want to move to and whether the unit is saving movement costs and/or is 
deploying at the end of its move. To change a units deployment either press Ctrl T 
or press on  the tool bar.  
 

Moving all the units to these positions may trigger fire from the Italians and reveal further units. In our game 
we ended in the planned positions and where indicated deployed from column. 
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Below, you can see where our units have moved to. A number of Italian units revealed themselves and fired at 
us as we advanced. We took a few casualties. Your play through may be slightly different, but should end up 
broadly similar. Please note the AT guns were not deployed. With a four hex range, they need to move up 
fairly close to the enemy. They have moved as far as they could and will move forward and deploy in turn 3.  
 

The four units further back on the road have continued in column along the trail. The engineers are mounted 
in trucks that are quicker than the bren carriers and should be moved first. The carriers can then do a column 
move behind the engineers along the trail. 
 
With our artillery fired, air units requested and our units deploying forward to tackle the Italian defences, its 
time to end the turn. As per the end of the first turn, hit Ctrl N or click the  in the tool bar.   
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TURN 3  

With our forces closer to the Italian defenses, it’s expected that the Axis AI will move and possibly fire its units. 
Your play through may diverge from the examples given for turn 3. Try and emulate these moves where 
applicable following the same order of actions. 

Though not shown here, before the Allied Command 
Report is displayed, our airstrike is successful and inflicts 
6 casualties. Like turn 2, we have the same three 
messages. The only difference is that our on-board 
battalion is in command and our off-board brigade 
headquarters is not. We still have plenty of smoke 
available and we plan to use some this turn. 
 
Do not make any moves yet however, below you can see 
our planned moves. We’re assuming there are obstacles 
and other defences, so our infantry will only be able to 
move a single hex into them. Our remaining forces will 
move as close as we can to the Italian positions.  
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Before moving, we will call in our air units and fire 
our available artillery. 
 
Using the same routine as turn 2, we will request 
an air attack. We used A flight in that turn and still 
have B flight available. The decision is made to 
strike the machine gun unit on the raised ground as 
that is a larger threat. Here is the unit that has been 
targeted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opening the Artillery Dialog, we now have two units that can fire. We plan to use normal (high explosive) fire 
with our 25-pdr unit and to fire smoke with our battalion mortar. 

 
 

 
We will fire the 25-pdr first, as smoke may block our line of sight. Panzer Battles is 
all about timing. We fire at the same Italian unit as that will be our target position 
to break into the Italian defences in turn 4. Our fire is successful and the Italians 
take a further casualty.   
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With our high explosive fired, its time to use smoke as weare preparing to move our assault teams forward. To 
protect them as they advance over open ground we are going to drop a smoke screen that will hopefully 
reduce the chance of our troops being seen. 
 
Click on the Artillery Dialog again. As we want to fire smoke, click next to Smoke as indicated by the red arrow. 
 

 

Our mortar battery is automatically selected as it’s the only remaining indirect fire formation.  
 
 

 
The mortar unit can fire twice. This will use up two 
of our five salvos of smoke. Shoot at the hexes in 
the image to the left. The cursor should be an O 
and to fire you just right click over the target hex. If 
the hex is not occupied, you will see the message 
‘Fire on empty or unspotted hex’ 

 
Our smoke screen will stay in place for both our 
current turn and our opponents next turn. 
 
Smoke is twenty meters high (i.e. one height level) 
and in hilly terrain can be seen over if carelessly 
placed. Take the time to work out where it is most 
effective as it will help you close with the enemy. 
 
Importantly, smoke only blocks sight through the 
hex. Any unit in a smoke hex can be seen and fired 
upon.  

 
We have fired into these hexes to try and block the view of the machine gun unit on the hill. With both our AT 
guns, engineers and carrier units moving up in column, we want to protect them from as much fire as possible. 
As the machine gun unit is at a higher elevation, it gets a positive modifier, so its best to try and mask it.  
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Here is the result of our planned moves. 
  
Our smoke screen was successful and stopped the machine gun unit firing. Subsequently, this allowed us to 
safely move all our units in column safely forward and deploy them. 
 
Unexpectedly, one of our infantry companies walked into a minefield (marked on the image below), losing 5 
casualties. With 12 movement points in hand, the unit advanced further into the Italian defences, but will 
probably be isolated next turn.  

We are now in position to assault the Italian defences in turn 4. 
 
With all units moved it’s time to end the turn.  
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TURN 4  

With our forces in close proximity, it’s expected that the Axis AI will move and fire its units. Your play through 
may diverge from the examples given for turn 4. Try and emulate these moves where applicable following the 
same order of actions.  

 
Our airstike is successful and we manage to inflict 
7 casualties on the machine gun unit on higher 
ground. Please note these will play out in the 
execution phase without a pause. 
The Allied Command Report that follows the 
airstrike has a couple of new messages. 
Firstly, visibility has extended from 8 hexes to 9 
hexes. 
Our smoke availability has dropped by 2 to 3. 
And as expected, our advancing B company has 
been isolated beyond the minefield, within the 
Italian defences.    
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Below, you can see the planned moves for turn 4. Time is short and we need to break into the Italian defences. 
On the planned moves, it is all about the sequencing. 
 
There is no air available, so we will skip that step.Our 25-pdr will fire at the machine gun position on the hill. 
It’s important to weaken this unit quickly. Our mortar will hold off firing smoke for this turn unless something 
unexpected is revealed. 
The yellow dashes represent direct fire from our AT Guns. This will be the next action and will be also targeted 
onto the hill. 
Our isolated unit (B Company) south of the hill will assault there first. We really need to force the Italians to 
retreat here to allow us to break into their position. 
Following B Company will be C Company that will attack the central Italian unit. If all has gone well, we will 
have advanced to the north and left a retreat path for the Italians. 
Our engineers will move into the minefield and try and clear it in time for turn 5.The carrier units will move 
adjacent to the engineers with the aim of driving through the cleared field next turn. 
 
Finally, A Company , may have a clear path towards the objective after the adjacent assaults and will try and 
move in the general direction as indicated by the red dashed line. 
 
In execution, our 25-pdr’s fired and we inflicted 2 casualties on the machine gun units.  
 

 
The next critical action was to assault the Italians on the 
hill. The easiest way to do this is to select B Company 
and right click on the adjacent enemy. This will trigger 
the Assault Status Dialog.  
 
It will it also put an ‘explosion’ in the hex that an assault 

is planned for.  
 

 
To resolve an assault, press Ctrl P or click the on the tool bar. If you want to 
cancel an assault before resolution, click    on the tool bar or press Ctrl K.  
 
 

 
Our assault is successful with the enemy taking 5 
casualties and our attackers none. More importantly, 
Italians have retreated in a fortuitous direction, away 
from the objective. 
 
This has also, as hoped, opened a retreat path for the 
Italian infantry in the centre. That assault will be next, 
with the biggest issue being the potential direction it 
may retreat.      
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We change our mind and use A Company (indicated with a yellow outline) to assault 
the central unit. This change is primarily due to the expectation that the enemy unit 
will retreat north east and continue to block our path. 
 
If that is the case, then C Company can advance one hex 
and assault the Italians a second time, hopefully clearing 
the path forward.  
 
Always expect the worst.  
 
Our assault was successful (image on the right). We again 
took no casualties and forced the enemy to retreat with 3 
losses. As expected it retreated straight back.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next step is to use C Company for a second assault.  
 
In clear terrain in the desert, infantry can usually move 
one hex and have enough movement points to assault. 
This is the case and C Company will move forward and 
try to push the Italians out of the way. 
 
Our assault is more successful than expected. The 
Italian unit is destroyed after losing 11 men. There is 
now a gap in the Italian lines, but no unit really able to 
exploit it due to the need for two assaults in a row. 
 
Another consideration is what enemy units are hidden 
due to fog of war? There may be further Italians once 
we reach the higher ground ahead.    
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Our turn is successful and we move the other units up as planned. Due to losses, the Italians had much less 
defensive fire.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Our engineers are busy clearing the minefield. Engineers will 
clear one level of minefields per turn. This a level 1 minefield 
as designated by the MINES x 1. Once an engineer starts 
clearing a minefield, it can’t be disrupted at any point. If it is, 
it won’t clear the field in the current turn. 
 

 
Finally, our AT guns fire and caused a further 2 men lost. To fire any unit, select it and right click on the target 
unit. If in range the unit will fire, using up a third of it’s movement points. Non-artillery units can fire up to 
three times in a turn. If is selected on the tool bar, you can Alt right click to automatically take multiple 
shots at a target if desired.  
 
With our assaults successful and an apparent breach made in the Italian defences, it’s time to end the turn. 
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TURN 5  

We are now in close combat and it’s expected that the Axis AI will move and fire its units. Your play through 
may diverge from the examples given for turn 5. Try and emulate these moves where applicable following the 
same order of actions.   
 

There are no airstrikes this turn. 
The Allied Command Report has a couple of new 
messages. 
Firstly, visibility has now extended from 9 hexes 
to 10 hexes. 
Our smoke availability continues to be 3. 
And as expected, our engineers have cleared the 
minefield.  
 
The position we have taken on the high ground 
has revealed a lot more of the Italian positions as 
shown in the image on the next page. Overlaid 
are our proposed orders. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It’s worthwhile looking at the current victory points. 
We have negative objective points. This is probably due 
to the Italians receiving 1 point for every turn they hold 
the objective. This value is currently hidden to us. Please 
note, as it is not the end of turn 5, this turns objective 
points are yet to be added. The expectation is that they 
will be -5 at the end of the Italian turn. 
 
In losses we have a casualty ratio of 9 to 1. The Italians 
have lost 84 men to our 9. 
 
This is giving us total points of 1. That’s enough to 
garner us a draw. 
 
The important consideration is that we have to capture 
the objective next turn to salvage any kind of a win and 
with the Axis earning a point for holding it there is a risk 
of us slipping back.   
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As turn 5 is the penultimate turn, we have to be in a position to capture the objective by turn 6 to have a 
chance of winning the game. The 5 points awarded for the target is going to the difference between winning 
and losing. We have to get adjacent to the objective and weaken it as much as possible before assaulting it 
next turn. 
 
A & C Company are to move forward with the aim of a turn 6 capture. B Company is to clear the defence post 
closest to Point 248. 
 
The engineers are to be one hex behind A & C Company and if necessary can provide a third unit that can 
assault the objective in turn 6 if required. 
 
Our carrier platoons will spread out to hold the breach open, while our AT guns fire on the machine gun unit 
that has retreated previously. 
 
If all goes well, we will be in position to take the objective in the last turn of the scenario and earn 5 points.      
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Our moves largely go as planned.  
 
A & C Company move adjacent to the objective and have sufficient movement 
points to fire and inflict 6 casualties on the battalion headquarters that is there. 
 
Despite using our 25-pdr’s and AT guns to try and kill it, the retreating machine 
gun unit slows B Company. As B Company is moving from the zone of control of 
one enemy unit to another, it doesn’t have sufficient points to assault our intended target. We choose to use 
B Company to destroy this unit and then advance to its intended destination. 
 
The remainder of our units advance as planned, but not before revealing more Italian positions as they fire 
defensively. 
 
We are now in position to take the objective with two or three units that could assault. 
 
It appears we have sufficient forces to prevent being flanked so we can now end the turn and start the final 
turn.  
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TURN 6  

This is the last turn and it’s expected that the Axis AI will move and fire its units. Your play through may 
diverge from the examples given for turn 6. Try and emulate these moves where applicable following the 
same order of actions.   
 

Again, there are no airstrikes this turn. 
The Allied Command Report has three messages. 
Firstly, visibility continues to clear and has now 
extended from 10 hexes to 11 hexes. 
Our smoke availability continues to be 3. 
Our brigade headquarters (off map) is again out 
of command. 
 
During the Italian fire in turn 5, further positions 
are revealed near Bir el Rabia. We have punched 
into the middle of their defences, but there is 
possibly more enemy forces than initially 
expected.   
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There is both less units to move and more contingencies planned for the final turn. 
 
We will use both our artillery and mortars to hit the headquarters unit at the objective. 
 
A & C Company will both be able to assault the objective, but hopefully only one company is required. If A 
company clears the objective, C company will attack either the adjacent mortars or artillery. 
 
B Company will assault the position that was its target in turn 5 and the engineer platoon is in reserve and can 
either attack the units at the objective or any position to the north east. 
 
The remaining units will not move as they can’t influence the fight at the objective.  
 

 
 
 
 
After firing our artillery for minimal gain, Company A’s 
assault is successful. 
 
The Italian headquarter retreats onto the adjacent mortar 
unit, suffering 12 casualties as it falls back. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
With the objective captured, B Company can attempt to 
push back the Italian defenders north of our engineer. 
 
The enemy infantry not only retreats but is broken as 
designated by the B on its counter and the red dotted line 
across the counter base. Broken is a state worse than 
disrupted and a broken unit will automatically retreat if 
possible when fired on. 
 
The additional 11 casualties will help the final victory 
score.   
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C Company assaults the artillery in the oasis successfully. 
This was for two reasons, firstly to destroy the guns, but 
more importantly to prevent any Italian attack from the 
south. 
 
Forming a perimeter with a unit every two hexes is ideal. 
 
Our engineer has moved north east and pushed out the 
defenders at Point 248. 
 
The remainder of the British units are going to stand on 
the defensive. 
 
 
 
Below you can see the positions captured before we end 
the turn and the Italians respond.     
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Hit end turn now so we can see the final results. 
 
Once the Italians move and fire the command report will confirm this was the 
last turn. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
We have managed to beat the victory conditions handily 
due to the losses we inflicted on the last turn. 
 
The loss of the artillery guns was particularly telling. 
 
Compared to the Italian losses, the Allies have lost 
minimal forces. This was helped by the Axis forces 
beginning the scenario disrupted. In game terms, this 
was meant to represent both the surprise and very poor 
supply situation the Italians were in when Operation 
Compass started. 
 
The objective points are 0 due to the Italians holding the 
victory location for 5 turns (5 x -1 = -5) offset by the 
British holding it for 1 turn for +5 points. 
 
We have done more than enough to deserve the Allied 
Victory screen.   
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OTHER GAME PLAY TIPS  

 
Here are a few additional tips to help you learn the game quicker. 
 
 

 To check any units’ statistics, chain of command 
and special unit abilities, right click the Hex Info 
Area while the desired hex with the unit(s) is 
selected.   
 

You will see the chain of command for a unit on 
the left; on the right appear its various combat 
factors, speed, and special abilities, if any.  

The Hard, Soft & AA values are Attack/Range 
respectively. The Assault value is used both when 
attacking and defending in Assault combat. The 
Defense value is used when fired upon while 
Speed is modified by the type of unit and whether 
it is deployed or in Travel mode. 

 

 

 

 

The Terrain Information box provides a lot of information on the currently 
selected hex. In the example to the left, the hex is clear at an elevation of 240 
meters with an Axis trench. It is also a variable objective (worth 5/1 points) and 
in supply. Local visibility is currently 8 hexes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Right Clicking on the 
Terrain Information box will show both hex side information and the current stacking in hex. White numbers 
mean road movement is possible, yellow numbers no road movement, while red digits are over the road limit 
and accruing penalties for over-stacking. 
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Units can move in Travel mode. In the case of the 
motorized infantry platoon shown here this represents 
the infantry moving in trucks rather than walking. Note 
the differences - movement points have increased 
substantially, and a ‘T’ has been appended to 
indicate Travel mode. In addition, the unit 
counter has a white stripe across the bottom.   

 

 

 

 

When a unit is selected other members of its organization can 
be highlighted. An organization can be anywhere in the 
hierarchy. For example, selecting a Regimental HQ and 
‘Highlight Org’ will show all members of that Regiment. In our 
graphic to the left one unit in B Company has been selected 
and all members of the company highlighted.  

 

 

 

 

 

It’s easy to keep track of which units have already fired 
and moved. Click on ‘Used Movement points’ on the tool 
bar shows the player all the units that have expended at 
least one movement point. 

In our example, it is easy to see which Allied unit has not 
moved or fired yet. 

If players do not like the yellow highlight a white 
highlight is available. Click ‘Settings’ | ‘Alternative 
Highlighting’ to enable this function.  
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There are three different counter sets included in 
the Battles of North Africa 1941. 
 
The default set uses the unit side art graphics to 
show the different types of units and weapons 
systems. 
 
A small NATO symbol is included and if Divisional 
Markings is turned on this symbol will be colour 
coded to the appropriate formation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The alternative unit counters have top down views 
for each unit. 
 
Like the default graphics a small NATO symbol is 
included that will be coloured when Divisional 
Markings is used. 
 
To select the alternative counters click on Settings | 
Use Alt Unit Graphics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More traditional NATO symbols are available. A 
description of the primary function or weapon 
system is included on the counter. 
 
When Divisional Markings is enabled the NATO 
symbol is appropriately coloured. 
 
To select the NATO counters click on Settings | Use 
NATO Symbols. 
 
These three graphics sets can be changed in game 
and work at zoom level three.  
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FINISHING THE GAME 
 

You now know how to move your units, fire, and assault with your forces. With the victory conditions 
in mind, keep maneuvering your forces in the manner you see fit. The end of the game will be 
announced after the enemy’s final turn, at which time, final Victory Points will be shown. 

To restart the scenario, click File and Selection in the Menu Bar. A list of scenarios will appear, and you 
may select any by double clicking on its entry. 

 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

This Guide is designed to make you feel comfortable with what’s going on in Panzer Battles, but it is no 
substitute for reading the Game Help files. You can access Help from the Game Help Menu. The Game 
rules are really in two parts:  

Part 1 in the User Manual, which is the series rulebook. You can see this while playing by pressing F2. 

 

The Main Program Manual discusses the various elements of the interface in helpful detail such as 
each Menu or Dialog. There is even a list of HOT KEYS Show in the Other Features section of this 
manual. You can view this program guide while playing by pressing F1 

 

Pressing F3 opens the Campaign Notes, which include both the historical background for the battle and 
the Designers notes. This is a good place to start when you want to understand why the designers 
included certain features and the historical situations they were trying to emulate. 

 

Pressing F4 invokes a feature called the Parameter Data Table. It provides a host of information 
including movement costs, terrain benefits, and stacking limits amongst other things. 

 

Lastly, documentation for the game’s editors may be found in help files accessed from the Help Menu 
when you open each editor.  
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CAMPAIGN SYSTEM – GETTING STARTED 
 

The campaign engine included with the game has been adapted from the system used in other Tiller 
series – Squad Battles, American Civil War and Napoleonic’s. The engine allows scenarios to be linked 
with branching paths to reflect various outcomes. 

 

The following pages will illustrate the various screens and choices players can make both at the 
beginning a during campaign game play.  
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Battles of North Africa includes three variable scenarios.  
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To illustrate the campaign 
system, we'll post up some 
of the screens from the 
Operation Compass – Beda 
Fomm variable scenario. After 
selecting the 
campaign/scenario you want to 
play, you're greeted by the 
Situation Dialog. You select 
which side you want to play, 
whether it is vs the AI or head 
to head and at what point 
in the campaign you want to 
start;  
 

 

 

 

 

Clicking continue gives you a Campaign Overview;  
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Continuing again, we get a more 'immediate' situation overview. In this case we will be fighting around 
Cyrenaica on February 5th, 1941;  
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This screen is the 'meat' of the campaign engine. As the Allied player we only have one choice on the 
tactics we want to use for this round of the campaign. Shown here is the historical option;  
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If we hit Continue, we get an immediate report and then enter the game;  
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We are now in the game engine and as the first player we can start moving.  
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Let's now look at this same situation from the Italian perspective. If we selected Axis rather than Allied at the 
Situation Dialog;  
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After moving through the campaign briefing screens, we find the Italians have three options for this 
scenario. All three options are related to the retreat route to be taken. The Italians objective is to avoid 
battle and to continue to retreat further into Libya. The first option is the historical action;  
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The second and third choices cover two other routes;  
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Selecting the first (historical) option, generates the immediate sitrep and launches the game;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

The British are the first player and will start their move. Once complete it will be the Axis turn;  
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With the second option selected, the immediate briefing is slightly different, highlighting the changes; 
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The initial on map Italian forces starts in the same place every game, but all the follow-on reinforcements, will 
change their on-map entry. 
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How does this all work? Here is a shot from the campaign editor showing the various match-ups. 
Essentially this simple one choice vs three choices creates three potentially different scenarios. Based 
upon the selections of each player (or AI) an appropriate scenario is selected (shown under outcomes). 
The permutations expand dramatically the more choices you make available to each player. For 
example, allowing the Allies to have two choices, may make it necessary to have six different scenarios 
to cover all the permutations. Creating campaigns and variable scenarios is not for the fainthearted!  

 

  
  
  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Though not provided in Battles of North Africa 1941, full campaigns using linked scenarios can be 
created. We chose to focus on variable scenarios as most of the operations shown were concluded in a 
few days. 

 

We also found the new variable victory points a perfect compliment for the variable scenarios. We 
have also determined ways to prevent players guessing what option their opponent has chosen and 
the variance in scoring has really increased their replayability. 

 

The three included in variable scenarios should really showcase some of the new forms of play 
available I this title.  
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